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Abstract: This paper presents an analysis of the F-region variability of the ionospheric parameters [foF2and M(3000)F2] at 

three low latitude stations during low solar activity periods from January 2006 to December 2010. The diurnal, seasonal and 

day-to-day characteristics of theseionospheric F-region parameters have been studied in detail. With the use of partial 

correlation analysis we have computed the correlation between the variation of these parameters and other factors such as the 

solar radio flux 10.7cm (F10.7)and the geomagnetic AP index. It has been observed that the magnitude of the variability of 

propagation parameter M(3000)F2aresmoother and smaller than in that case of foF2. It is also observed that for both 

parameters there are no remarkable changes in day-to-day variability with geomagnetic activity during low solar activity.  
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1. Introduction 

The ionosphere is the ionized region of the upper 

atmosphere which consists of free electrons and positive ions 

in an electrically neutral medium. It extends from ~ 60 km up 

to ~ 1000 km. The free ions are mainly formed as a result of 

the interaction between solar radiation and gas molecules. 

These free ions control the conductivity and electrical 

property of the medium and they are cause of reflection or 

bending of radio signals occurring at certain critical 

frequencies in the ionosphere. The critical frequency varies 

with the intensity of ionization. The abundance of these 

charged particles in the ionosphere affects the propagation 

The variation of the F-region electron density distribution 

greatly affects the propagation of the radio waves through the 

ionosphere. The electron density of the F2-region of the 

ionosphere is reflected in the values of the critical frequency, 

foF2 since the critical frequency fc and the electron density 

are related as fc = 9 n
1/2

 where fc is the critical frequency and 

n the electron density. The M(3000)F2is closely related to the 

critical frequency of the F2- layer, foF2 and definedas the 

ratio of the maximum usable frequency (MUF) at a distance 

of 3000 km to the F2-layer critical frequency 

�(3000)�2 = �	�(3000)�2/���2 

Propagation factor is essential for planning HF 

propagation radio links and also useful for ionospheric 

modelling. The high variability of the ionosphere has 

significant effect on the F2-layer critical frequency (foF2) and 

the propagation parameter M(3000)F2. 

The day-to-day variability in F-region parameters which is 

apparently unrelated to any specific solar or magnetic event 

is perhaps the biggest challenge for ionospheric forecasters 

and this problem is particularly severe in tropical latitudes. It 

is well known that the low latitude is a complex area of the 

ionosphere because it is simultaneously affected by dynamo 

electric fields and thermospheric winds. A most interesting 

characteristics feature of the low latitude ionosphere is the 

equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) with maximum electron 

densities on either side of the magnetic equator produced by 

the equatorial plasma fountain effect [1-4]. 

More recently, a lot of attention has been directed towards 

understanding the dynamic behaviour of the equatorial 

ionosphere. Adebesin [5] investigated the variability of F2 

layer critical frequency (foF2) over Jicamarca station along 

the equator anomaly trough during solar minimum period. 

The author reports that the night time downward reversal 
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value in vertical plasma drift coincides with the enhanced 

foF2 variability. Adebiyi et al. [6] focused on the GPS TEC 

and foF2 variability at equatorial station and showed the 

performance of IRI-model. Gnabahou et al. [7] have been 

analyzed variability of foF2 at African equatorial stations and 

showed that the variability is clearly depends on the dip angle 

of the location. Ouattara et al. [8] studied the variability of 

foF2 at two West African EIA stations with solar cycle, 

season and time of day and made comparison between data 

and models. Hoque and Jakowski [9] derived an empirical 

hmF2 model using a large database of propagation parameters 

M(3000)F2 and hmF2 collected through a world-wide 

network of 69 ground ionosondes. 

Some earlier, research shows that the ionosphere is highly 

variable in space and time according to geographical location. 

Ezquer et al. [10] studied the diurnal seasonal and latitudinal 

behaviour of the variability of ionospheric parameters (foF2 

and M(3000)F2) and observed low variability for propagation 

factor M(3000)F2. Their results show that the variability 

parameter does not vary with modip. Bilitza et al. [11] 

observed seasonal differences in variability and suggested 

that seasonal effects seen are more likely a result of seasonal 

changes in the build-up of the equator anomaly crests. Lately, 

Al-Ubaidi [12] studied the diurnal variation of the F2-layer 

critical frequency (foF2) with daily sunspot number (R) 

during low and high solar activity period for mid-latitude 

station. Atac et al. [13] investigated the dependence of the 

foF2 variability on solar activity over different latitudes, 

different local times, and different seasons in order to 

improve model. Prasad et al. [14] analyzed the simultaneous 

Ionosonde data (the virtual height of the F-layer (h’f) and the 

critical frequency of the F2-layer (foF2) over the low and mid 

latitude stations. They also studied the effect of geomagnetic 

activity of these F-region parameters.Oyekola [15] studied 

the local time seasonal and solar cycle variations of the 

M(3000)F2 and compared the results with International 

Reference Ionosphere 2007 model prediction of M(3000)F2. 

The study of M(3000)F2 and its variability is scanty unlike 

that of foF2 which has been studiedmost frequently. In the 

recent years, Chandra et al. [16] studied the day-to-day 

variability in the critical frequency of F-layer (foF2) over 

Ahmedabad situated near the anomaly crest. The result shows 

that the variability is much more during night time than 

during the day and also that while the daytime deviations are 

of the same order during different seasons the night-time 

deviations are least during equinoxes. Akala et al. [17] 

presented the impact of diurnal seasonal and solar activity 

effects on the variability of ionosphere foF2 and revealed that 

foF2 is more susceptible to variability during night than the 

daytime. Knowledge of the variation of F2-layer critical 

frequency (foF2) as well as the propagation factor M(3000)F2 

are great importance to investigate the physical process 

responsible for the ionosphericbehaviour and therefore their 

descriptions are included in ionospheric models such as the 

International Reference Ionosphere (IRI). 

Moreover, the understanding of the large variability of the 

ionosphere during quiet and disturbed times is fundamental 

for improved forecasting of the low latitude ionospheric 

weather.The ionospheric F2-regions depends very strongly 

on solar activity so it suffers a large and persistent day-to-day 

(diurnal) and seasonal variations influenced by the variation 

of sunspot numbers represented by solar cycle [18]. The F2-

layer of the ionosphere is subject to a number of influences 

such as solar ionizing radiation, solar wind, geomagnetic 

activity and neutral atmosphere electrodynamics effects 

[19].Several reviews cover the different aspects of the 

ionosphere at equatorial and low latitudes. It is well known 

that the electrodynamics plays an important role in the 

equatorial/low latitude ionosphere. The ionosphere exhibits 

both temporal and spatial (latitudinal) variations. The regular 

variations like the daily, seasonal and solar cycle variations 

are fairly well understood but the day to day variability, both 

on geomagnetic quiet and disturbed days, is yet to be 

completely understood. 

In the present work we have examined the critical 

frequency of the F2-layer, foF2 as well as the propagation 

parameter M(3000)F2 to study the day-to-day variability of 

ionosphere. The diurnal, seasonal and day-to-day 

characteristics of such ionospheric F-region parameters over 

three low latitude stations were studied in detail. With the use 

of partial correlation analyses we analyzed the correlation 

between the variability of these parameters and several other 

factors such as the solar radio flux 10.7cm (F10.7) and the 

geomagnetic Ap index.  

2.Data and Method of Analysis 

Our analysis is based on hourly daily values foF2 and of 

the propagation parameter M(3000)F2 of three low latitude 

stations (Table 1) obtained through the Space Physics 

Interactive Data Resource (SPIDR) website 

(http://spidr.ngdc.noaa.gov) for the years January 2006 to 

December 2010. The day-to-day variability of the ionosphere 

is defined as a specific hour of a given month/year/location 

by using following relation 

� = (� − ��)/��                           (1) 

Where � stands for the hourly daily value of each of the 

two parameters foF2 and M(3000)F2 respectively and �� 

for the corresponding hourly monthly median value. To 

analyze the variability from day-to-day we have determined 

decile factors (lower decile and upper decile) at each hour of 

each month and year at different locations. 

In this study the diurnal variation in the F2-layer critical 

frequency (foF2) as well as in propagation parameter 

M(3000)F2 have been analysed with the probability of 

occurrence of a given level of variability. To understand the 

daytime and night-time variability more clearly we divided 

the data into four bins of local time 00-05LT, 06-11LT, 12-

17LT and 18-23LT. To examine the seasonal effects we 

grouped all data into three seasons winter, summer and 

equinox using the four months of data for each season [i.e. 

winter (November, December, January, February), summer 
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(May, June, July, August) and Equinox (March, April, 

September, October)], changing summer for winter months 

for southern hemisphere stations. 

In order to examine the effect of magnetic disturbances we 

have considered two extreme cases viz. five International 

most quiet(Q) days and five disturbed (D) daysfor each 

month during the period January 2006 to December 2010. 

The details of quiet and disturbed days were obtained from 

the World Data Center, Kyoto Japan. Furthermore, to study 

the control of solar and geomagnetic activity on ionospheric 

parameter we used F10.7 and Apindices. 

Table 1. List of stations used in this study 

Name ofstation GeographicLatitude GeographicLongitude 

Jicamarca 120 S 2830 E 

Kwajalein 090 N 1670 E 

Madimbo 220 S 0310 E 

3. Results 

3.1.Annual Diurnal Variation of foF2 and M(3000)F2 

Fig. 1 shows the diurnal variation of yearly deciles of foF2 

and M(3000)F2variability in terms of the local time (LT) for 

all three stations during the period January 2006 to December 

2010. It is clear from the fig. 1 and Table 2 that the amplitude 

of day to day variability for the 90% of time can reach values 

positive or negative up to more than 40% over or (less) the 

corresponding monthly median at all stations during the 

period from January 2006 to December 2010.There are also 

values of relative deviations high as much as .8 and even 

higher and usually present after midnight up to early morning. 

On a station to station comparison, foF2 variability is noted 

to decrease for the station Madimbo situated just outside the 

equatorial crests. With reference to the propagationfactor 

M(3000)F2 the variation ofrelative deviations are smoother 

and smaller than in case of foF2 .The pattern ofthe variability 

of M(3000)F2 does not show any clear dependence on hour. 

 

Figure 1. Diurnal variation of lower and upper deciles of deviations of foF2 and M(3000)F2 at three locations during the period 2006 to 2010 respectively. 
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Table 2. Average values of bounds (in absolute value) during day and night 

time at different locations and years. 

Years Time Jicamarca Kwajalein Madimbo 

2006 Day 0.13 0.14 0.13 

 
Night 0.17 0.25 0.17 

2007 Day 0.13 0.14 0.12 

 
Night 0.22 0.24 0.17 

2008 Day 0.13 0.13 0.11 

 
Night 0.22 0.27 0.14 

2009 Day 0.13 0.16 0.12 

 
Night 0.22 0.26 0.15 

2010 Day 0.13 0.15 0.12 

 
Night 0.21 0.25 0.16 

Furthermore, fig. 2 shows the levels .50 (in absolute value) 

of foF2 and M(3000)F2 variability are exceeded during the 

period 2006-2010 at different locations. It is evident that the 

disturbed state occurs mostly in nighttime hours and that 

variability depends on the solar activity and the location. At 

all three locations, investigations highlight that the variability 

of foF2 exhibit its higher values monthly during night time 

hours when disturbed condition usually prevail. It is also 

evident that in case of M(3000)F2 the disturbed stateoccurs 

rarely and almost independent of time of day. 

 

 

Figure 2. Hourly probability that the levels .50 of the relative deviation (in absolute value) of foF2 and M(3000)F2 are exceeded during the period2006-2010 

overthree low latitude stations. 

3.2. Annual Variation in Different Bins of Local Time of 

foF2 and M(3000)F2 

To find out, if high variabilityis the case of night-

time,deciles of foF2 and M(3000)F2 variability are calculated 

in four bins of local time for three low latitude stations 

Jicamarca ,Kwajalein and Madimboover theyearsJanuary 

2006 to December 2010. It is found that the bounds of 

variability offoF2 for time bins 6-11LT and 12-17LT are on 

average .12(in absolute value) over Jicamarca while they 

are .21 for time bins 0-5LT and 18-23LT during the years 

from January 2006 to December 2010.In case of Kwajalein 

the bounds of variability for time bins 6-11LT and 12-

17LTare on average .17 (in absolute value) while they are .24 

for time bins 0-5LT and 18-23LT. Further the bounds of 

variability in absolute value are .10 for the daytime bins 6-

11LT and 12-17 LT and .14 for night-time bins 0-5LT and 18-

23 LT over Madimbo. In general the variability is higher 

during night-time according to locations and Years (Table 3). 
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Table 3. Average values over the day hours and over the night hours of the upper and lower deciles determined from the daily hourly data for foF2 at the three 

locations during the period 2006-2010 

Stations 
 

J F M A M J J A S O N D 

Jicamaca 

Day 
            

UD 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.12 

LD -0.14 -0.14 -0.12 -0.11 -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 -0.13 -0.13 

Night 
            

UD 0.23 0.26 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.29 0.24 0.25 0.23 

LD -0.20 -0.22 -0.20 -0.19 -0.19 -0.20 -0.17 -0.19 -0.16 -0.19 -0.20 -0.19 

Kwajalein 

Day 
            

UD 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.14 0.17 0.20 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.26 

LD -0.12 -0.13 -0.12 -0.11 -0.12 -0.14 -0.13 -0.13 -0.12 -0.10 -0.11 -0.11 

Night 
            

UD 0.28 0.27 0.25 0.25 0.29 0.28 0.28 0.27 0.29 0.25 0.27 0.25 

LD -0.25 -0.25 -0.23 -0.23 -0.24 -0.23 -0.21 -0.21 -0.27 -0.22 -0.23 -0.22 

Madimbo 

Day 
            

UD 0.15 0.14 0.11 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.15 0.14 

LD -0.12 -0.10 -0.10 -0.09 -0.09 -0.09 -0.09 -0.08 -0.09 -0.10 -0.16 -0.12 

Night 
            

UD 0.22 0.22 0.17 0.20 0.17 0.19 0.22 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.22 0.18 

 
LD -0.14 -0.14 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.12 -0.12 -0.14 -0.13 

 

On the other hand, for propagation parameter M(3000)F2 

the bounds of variability for time bins 0-5LT and 12-17LT 

are .07 (in absolute value) on average over Jicamarca while 

they are .08 for time bins 6-11LT and 18-23 LT during the 

years from January 2006 to December 2010. Over Kwajalein 

the bounds of variability on average are .09 (in absolute 

value) for time bins 0-5LT, 6-11LT and 12-17LT while they 

are .07 for time bins 18-23 LT. In case of Madimbo the 

bounds of variability on average are .06 for time bins 0-5LT 

whereas they are .04 for time bins 6-11LT and 12-17LT and 

18-23 LT. Also,it has been pointed out that the upper deciles 

(positive variability)of the propagation factor M(3000)F2 

have clear dependence on hour rather than lower deciles 

(negative variability) [Table 4]. 

Table 4. Average values over the day hours and over the night hours of the upper and lower deciles determined from the daily hourly data for M(3000)F2 at 

the three locations during the period 2006-2010 

Stations 
 

J F M A M J J A S O N D 

Jicamaca 

Day 
            

UD 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.13 0.14 0.17 0.12 0.10 0.11 0.11 

LD -0.07 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.06 -0.06 -0.06 -0.06 -0.04 -0.04 -0.06 -0.06 

Night 
            

UD 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.10 

LD -0.11 -0.08 -0.06 -0.06 -0.07 -0.07 -0.06 -0.07 -0.06 -0.06 -0.07 -0.09 

Kwajalein 

Day 
            

UD 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.14 0.17 0.15 0.13 0.10 0.09 0.10 

LD -0.09 -0.07 -0.06 -0.06 -0.07 -0.08 -0.10 -0.08 -0.08 -0.06 -0.06 -0.08 

Night 
            

UD 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.08 

LD -0.09 -0.07 -0.06 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 -0.09 -0.09 -0.09 -0.07 -0.06 -0.09 

Madimbo 

Day 
            

UD 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.08 

LD -0.04 -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.06 -0.06 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 

Night 
            

UD 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.07 

LD -0.04 -0.04 -0.03 -0.04 -0.05 -0.07 -0.07 -0.05 -0.04 -0.04 -0.03 -0.04 

 

3.3. Seasonal Variation of foF2 and M(3000)F2 

In order to understand seasonal variations deciles of foF2 

and M(3000)F2 variabilityarecomputed for three seasons 

winter, summer and equinox. It is observed that over Jicamarca 

the upper and lower limits of variability are highest for the 

months summer and winterhave an average value .17 (in 

absolute value) at 11-12 LT and 9 LT respectively while they 

are highest with value .30 for summer months during night-

time. For the station Kwajalein, it is found that the bounds in 
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absolute value are maximum for winter months have an 

average value .44 (in absolute value) during day time at 6 LT 

while they aremaximum for summer seasons having value .38 

during night time. Further over the stationMadimbo the bounds 

of variability are highest for winter months during daytime 

have an average value .17 (in absolute value) while they are 

maximum for summer months have an average value .20 

during night time.Also, it is found thatthe bounds of variability 

of propagation parameter M(3000)F2 does not show 

substantial seasonal variation for any stations. Altogether, it 

can be concluded that no substantial seasonal variations are 

found either in foF2 or in M(3000)F2. 

Further on the basis of monthly median values of hourly 

data of both parameters mean diurnal variations have been 

derived for different seasons during the period 2006-2010 

separately. These results are presented in fig. 3. Fig. 3 

illustrates that the winter anomaly is slightly presented in 

northern hemisphere and totally absent in southern 

hemisphere. It is clearly indicated that the winter anomaly 

decays in amplitude or not present with decreasing solar 

activity. Furthermore, during winter and equinox months a 

clear frequent noon-time bite outs are observed at the station 

Kwajalein. The analysis of the fig. 3 (lower panel) indicates 

that the diurnal and seasonal behaviour of propagation 

parameter M(3000)F2 is quite opposite to that of foF2. 

 

Figure 3. The diurnal variation of monthly median values of foF2 (upper panel) and M(3000)F2 (lower panel) for different seasons for the period between 

2006 and 2010 at three low latitude locations. 

3.4. Diurnal Variation of foF2 and M(3000)F2 on 

Magnetically Quiet and Disturbed Days 

In this section we have examined the effect of magnetic 

disturbances by considering five international most quiet (Q) 

days and disturbed (D) days during the low solar activity 

period (2006-2010) to investigate the effect of magnetic 

activity on diurnal variation of foF2 and M(3000)F2over all 

three stations .We have computed the lower and upper deciles 

of both parameters for each five International quiet (Q) and 

disturbed (D) days during the period January 2006 to 

December 2010.The diurnal variations of foF2 during quiet 
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and disturbed days are shown in fig. 4 as a function of local 

time. It is foundthat for quiet days the upper and lower limits 

offoF2 variability are .15 (in absolute value) on average over 

jicamarcaduring the daytimebut they are .23 during night 

time whereas for disturbed days they become .17 during 

daytime and .25 during night. At Kwajalein the bounds of 

variability for quiet days are on average .16 (in absolute 

value) duringday time but they become higher reaching an 

average value .28 for night time conditions while for 

disturbed days the bounds of variability are .18 

and .31duringdaytimeandnight-time respectively.Further, in 

case of Madimbo the upper and lower limits of foF2 in 

absolute value are .14 during daytime and .16 during night 

time whereas for disturbed days the bounds are.16 during 

daytime and .19 for night-time conditions. In general, the 

ionospheric variability is slightly enhanced during geo-

magnetically active periods for foF2. 

In connection with propagation parameter M(3000)F2, it is 

found that for the stationsJicamarca and kwajaleinthe 

variabilityis slightly lower on disturbed days compared with 

quiet days during daytime. While for the station Madimbo 

the ionosphric variability is slightly enhanced during geo-

magnetically active periods. 

 

Figure 4. Diurnal variation of deciles of foF2 and M(3000)F2 variability for quiet and disturbed days for the period of 2006-2010. 

3.5. Solar and Geomagnetic Control of foF2 and 

M(3000)F2 

To investigate the geomagnetic and solar control on the 

monthly variation of ionospheric parameters foF2 and 

M(3000)F2 correlation analysis have been presented in fig. 5 

to fig. 6 respectively. The straight lines are simple linear 

regression lines and the included values are partial 

correlation coefficients.In fig. 5 the upper and lower deciles 

(ud% and ld%) and decile differences (dp%) ofthe monthly 

foF2 values are presented in dependence on the geomagnetic 

activity index Ap andsolar activity index F10.7for all values 

during 2006 until 2010 forthestation Jicamarca. It is clear that 

partial correlation coefficients r(ld, F10.7 andAp) r(ud, F10.7 and 

Ap) and r(dp, F10.7 and Ap) are generally higher with their 

corresponding coefficients r(ld,Apand F10.7) , r(ud,Apand F10.7) 

andr(dp,Apand F10.7). The influence of solar activity on the 

monthly variation of foF2 is however, be small. 

In fig. 6 the upper and lower deciles (ud% and ld%) and 

decile differences (dp%) ofthe monthly M(3000)F2 values 

are presented in dependence on the geomagnetic activity 

index Ap andsolar activity index F10.7for all values during 

2006 until 2010 forthestationJicamarca. It is clear that partial 

correlation coefficients r(ld, F10.7 andAp), r(ud, F10.7 and Ap) 

and r(dp, F10.7 andAp) are lower and comparable with their 

corresponding coefficients r(ld,Apand F10.7) , r(ud,Apand F10.7) 

andr(dp,Apand F10.7). It can be concluded that the correlation 

between M(3000)F2 with F10.7and Apare insignificant. 
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Figure 5. Dependence of monthly upper decileud%, lower decileld% and decile difference dp% of the F2 layer critical frequency (foF2) on solar activity (left 

part) on geomagnetic activity (right part) at the station Jicamarca during 2006 until 2010.The black lines are simple regression lines whereas the included 

values are partial correlation coefficients. 

 

Figure 6. Dependence of monthly upper decileud%, lower decileld% and decile difference dp% of the propagation parameter [M(3000)F2] on solar activity 

(left part) on geomagnetic activity (right part) at the station Jicamarca during 2006 until 2010.The black lines are simple regression lines whereas the 

included values are partial correlation coefficients. 

4. Discussion 

Many controlling factors, such as solar radiation, 

geomagnetic activity, and even seismic activity, may result in 

ionospheric day-to-day variability [19,20]. According to 

Forbes et al. [21]ionospheric variability increases with 

magnetic activity at all latitudes and for both low and high 

frequency ranges, and the slopes of all curves increase with 

latitude. Thus the responsiveness of the ionosphere to 

increased magnetic activity increases as one progress from 

lower to higher latitudes. The authors did not consider 
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variations of in the variabilities versus local time and season. 

The local time and seasonal variations in the ionospheric F 

layer variabilities are statistically obtained by Araujo-Pradere 

et al. [22] and Risbeth and Mendillo [19] by analyzing global 

ionosondes observations. Risbeth and Mendillo [19] 

suggested that the greater variabilitiesat night, especially in 

winter, is partly due to the lowerelectron density, partly due 

to the lack of the strong photochemical control that exists in 

the daytime F2-layer, but occurs largely because the auroral 

sources of magnetic activity become stronger and move to 

lower latitudes at night. This effect is enhanced in the winter 

when nights are long. 

Recently, Adebesin [5] reported that annually night-time 

variability of foF2 is higher than daytime variation. The 

author revealed that an average pre-sunrise peak of 28% 

around 0300LT. The daytime values ranges from 8-13%, 

while the post sunset peak recorded 23%. The differences in 

the daytime/night-time observation were explained in part, to 

be due to the lower mean(�)value during the night, which for 

comparable absolute variability give rise to higher variability 

percentage at night-time [11]. The two foF2 peaks observed 

are ascribed to abrupt electron density gradients triggered by 

the onset and turn off of solar ionization, as well as the 

superposition of spread F on the background electron density 

[23]. 

Our results for the station Jicamarca is found to be similar 

to those reported by Adebesin [6]. However, the departures 

are observed during the sunspot minimum years 2007-2009 

of solar cycle 23. Adewale et al. [24] also found that the 

variability of VTEC has large value during night-time 

especially post-midnight hours and post-sunset. Sethi et al. 

[25] showed that both the Dudeney [26] and Bilitza [27] 

formulations reveal more or less a similar diurnal trend of 

hmF2 with higher value around midnight and lower during 

sunrise in all the seasons. They explained the variation of 

hmF2 in terms of equatorial EXB drift as well as 

thermospheric neutral winds. The maximum values of hmF2 

around midnight are caused by an increase of upward drifts 

produced by meridional winds in the neutral air [28,29] while 

around sunrise hours, with the beginning of intensive 

ionization, the electron concentration near the F2 peak 

increases at a rate which depends primarily upon the 

production rate, and thus the layer maximum shifts 

downwards due to rapid production of ionization in the lower 

F-region [30]. In the daytime as the temperature increases the 

concentration of atomic oxygen and loss coefficient which is 

proportional to the molecular components, both increase 

resulting in higher altitudes of layer maximum. In the 

evening as the rate of ion formation decreases a transitional 

period follows during which the height of layer maximum 

increases to its night-time value and this process is enhanced 

by a change in the direction of the thermospheric winds, 

since an upward drift causes an additional uplift of the layer. 

The drift rate increases towards midnight resulting in a rise in 

the F2 layer around midnight. 

When comparing the results of Sethi et al. [25] it can be 

observed that the median values of M(3000)F2 show in 

general quite opposite diurnal trend during all the seasons at 

all three stations. This is might be due to strong anti-

correlation between F2-layer peak height (hmF2) and the 

propagation factor M(3000)F2 [31]. Oyekola [15] found a 

strong anti-correlation between M(3000)F2 and Vz. 

valuesduring low solar activity period. The author also 

observed the semi-annual variation in the variability, 	∑	of 

M(3000)] F2 with maxima near the April and September 

equinox during low solar flux conditions. 

The phenomenon of seasonal or semi-annual variation 

(anomaly or winter anomaly) has been discussed and 

explained by many researchers during past years. Torr and 

Torr [32] studying the winter anomaly by using noon 

monthly median values of foF2 for a chains of stations over 

the globe under different solar activity conditions, concluded 

that the winter anomaly is more pronounced in the northern 

hemisphere and the magnitude of the winter anomaly 

decrease with decreasing solar activity. The seasonal 

variation in the ionosphere of earth may occur due to electron 

density variation which might arises from the changes of the 

temperature, composition or both. Asymmetric heating of the 

two hemispheres can result in neutral constituents being 

transported from the summer to the winter hemisphere. As a 

result, an increase of the O/N2 ratio caused by the convection 

of atomic oxygen is formed in the winter hemisphere [32]. 

A meridional component of neutral wind blows from the 

summer to the winter hemisphere which can reduce the crest 

value during summer solstice as it blows in an opposite 

direction to the plasma diffusion process originating from the 

magnetic equator. At the equinoxes meridional winds from 

equator blows pole-wards should result in a high ionization 

crest value. Based on this mechanism a seasonal effect on the 

crests should be expected with the crest maximum at the 

equinox and minimum in the summer [33-37]. 

Chandra et al. [38] have examined the day-to-day 

variability in the critical frequency of F-layer (foF2) over 

Ahmedabad. They showed that while the daytime deviations 

are of same orders during different seasons the night-time, 

deviation are least during equinoxes. The day time values of 

foF2 are mainly controlled by the equatorial electrodynamics 

and the subsequent development of equatorial ionization 

anomaly the higher values during night-time seen to be due 

to the variability in the thermopheric neutral temperature and 

winds. However, from the seasonal and solar activity stand-

point post-sunset September equinox maximum and June 

solstice maximum variability was observed at all the stations 

for all seasons (Akala et al. [17] .Our results are well 

compared with that observed at equatorial latitudes and 

described by Akala et al. [17]. 

It has been recognized for a long time that the geomagnetic 

activity reveals a semi-annual variation which is controlled 

by the solar wind and the response of the magnetosphere 

ionosphere system to the solar wind input. The major cause 

of the semi-annual variation of geomagnetic activity is 

usually attributed to an IMF effect [39]. Mill-ward et al. [40] 

using the coupled thermosphere ionosphere model (CTIP) 

showed that the offset of the geomagnetic axis from earth’s 
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spin axis is the cause of the semi-annual anomaly of 

noontime NmF2 in the South American sector. 

Recently, Milich end Bremer [41] analyzed foF2 using a 

modified ionosphereactivity data using a modified 

ionospheric activity index AI and showed that the quartile 

difference dq and standard deviation describing the 

variability of the AI data, have nearly identical seasonal 

variations with maxima near the equinoxes, a marked 

minimum in summer and enhanced values in winter. The 

authors found that most parts of these seasonal variations are 

closely connected with the mean geomagnetic activity 

variation, especially the equinoctial maxima and the minima 

in summer. More recently, Liu et al. [42] found remarkable 

seasonal anomaly over low latitude stations during low solar 

activity period. They also found a relative good Correlation 

between solar activity and monthly peak VTEC while low 

correlation was found between geomagnetic activity and it. 

Correia et al. [43] found that VTEC shows a clear semi-

annual anomaly with peaks during the equinoxes similar to 

what has been observed at all latitudes. They reported that a 

winter anomaly was not observed probably because it has the 

least chance to be observed in the South Pacific areas in the 

America Sector [44]. Long term and short term changes in 

daytime TEC near the crest of the equatorial anomaly region 

are mainly controlled by the equatorial electrojet strength 

[45,46]. Dabas et al. [47] concluded that the short as well as 

long-term variations in critical frequency of the F-layer (foF2) 

are found to be mainly controlled by the equatorial electrojet 

(EEJ) variation. Since the photo-ionization rate is 

proportional to atomic oxygen (O) and the loss rate is 

proportional to molecular nitrogen (N2) and oxygen (O2) a 

decrease in the mean molecular mass from down-welling 

through constant pressure surfaces would lead to increases in 

NmF2 while an increase in the mean molecular mass due to 

upwelling results in NmF2 decrease. A rise in hmF2 to 

downward foF2 depletions are as a result of increase vertical 

drifts. Ionospheric plasma is raised by this drift beginning 

from the F2-regions ofreduced loss due to equator-ward 

winds would also generate increases in NmF2 if they occur 

while production is still occurring. Similarly a drop in hmF2 

due to pole-ward winds reduces NmF2[48]. 

Consequently, ionospheric variability may also be 

attributed to the variability of other driving forces like tidal 

waves, equatorial zonal electric fields, which drives the 

equatorial electroject (EEJ) and the equatorial ionization 

anomalies especially at low latitude regions [49]. 

5. Conclusions 

The diurnal observation revealed that foF2 is more 

vulnerable to variability during night than the daytime having 

two maxima during the day, a little before (after) the sunrise 

(sunset) between .20 and .40 (normally) .The number of 

disturbed hours per month is higher during night-time hours 

than near noon. The variability is greater in winter and 

summer than Equinox. On a station to station comparison, 

the variability is noted to decrease for the stations situated 

just outside the anomaly crest. In view of M(3000)F2,the 

range of variation is normally within ±.10. Large deviations 

of dM(3000)F2 are actually rare. It is also pointed out that 

the upper deciles of the M(3000)F2 variability have clear 

dependence on hour rather than lower deciles. There is no 

clear seasonal variation. However, daytime variability is 

maximum in summer and minimum in equinox while during 

night-time variability maximum in summer and minimum in 

winter. It is found that the influence of solar activity is 

greater than geomagnetic activity on the monthly variation of 

foF2. In contrast to foF2 the propagation parameter 

M(3000)F2 does not show any clear picture.Furthermore for 

both parameters there are no any remarkable changes in day-

to-day variability with geomagnetic activity during low solar 

activity period. 
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